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                    Abstract
Bar-Lev and Fox (Natl Lang Semant 28:175–223, 2020), B-L&F, redefine the exhaustification operator, Exh, so that it negates innocently excludable (IE) alternatives and asserts innocently includable (II) ones. They similarly redefine the exclusive particle only so that it negates IE-alternatives and presupposes II ones. B-L&F justify their revision of only on the basis of Alxatib’s finding (in: Proceedings of NELS 44, 2014) that only presupposes free choice (FC) in cases like Kim was only allowed to eat soup or salad. I show challenges to B-L&F’s view of only and argue against extending II to its meaning. Instead I propose that FC is better treated as a “presuppositional implicature” in such cases. I show the details of how this can be done and identify the necessary (and occasionally novel) auxiliary assumptions.
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                    Notes
	Also Bar-Lev and Fox (2017) and Bar-Lev (2018).


	Notice that any alternative \(\psi \) that is entailed by \(\phi \) is predicted by this definition to not be IE with respect to it. This is because the exclusions that come from the empty set, which is a subset of C, are consistent with \(\phi \), but when \(\lnot \psi \) is added the result is contradictory. Later I will show that, when presuppositions are considered, this definition of IE makes the same prediction for alternatives that are Strawson-entailed by \(\phi \).


	I should say that I do not think that only operates on the conjunctive alternative to a disjunctive associate. For example, it is awkward to answer the question Did Kim only eat [soup or salad] \(_{\text {F}}\)? with No, s/he ate both—certainly less awkward than answering it with No, she also ate rice. This may indicate that only does not “see” the and-alternative when its associate is a disjunctive phrase, but I will neither assume nor investigate this here, as it has little effect on my main points. In Sect. 4 I will make a similar claim, but that claim will have important consequences: I will propose that only does not see the individual disjuncts (p, q) as alternatives to a disjunctive associate.


	In more technical terms, asserting r or \(p\wedge q\) affects the consistency of the inclusions that come from \(\{\}\): \(\{\}\) is a subset of C, and its grand conjunction is trivially consistent with \((\phi \wedge \textit{IE}_{\phi ,C}^{\,\lnot })\). Adding r or \(p\wedge q\) produces a contradiction because they are inconsistent with \(\textit{IE}_{\phi ,C}^{\,\lnot }\). See also footnote 2.


	As the reader may have noticed, if we assume that \(\phi \) is a formal alternative to itself, then it too will be innocently includable. Strictly speaking, then, there is no need to write into Exh the assertion of the prejacent, because that follows from \(\textit{II}_{\phi ,C}\) anyway. For clarity I will still write the assertion of the prejacent separately throughout the paper.


	Examples (16) and (17) are based on Chemla (2009; 18) is inspired by data from Nouwen (2018), and (19) is built on an old debate concerning counterfactual conditionals and the inferences that they license (Stalnaker 1968; Lewis 1973; Fine 1975; Nute 1975).


	The noted inferences in (16) can be derived if Exh appears recursively in the scope of everyone. However, B-L&F argue that a global derivation of the inference must be available also.


	See Bar-Lev and Fox (2020) (Sect. 3) for discussion of this point, and also Fox (2018) for applications to question semantics.


	Crucially, note that this position is not available to B-L&F, because it would (in parallel) remove \(\Diamond p\) and \(\Diamond q\) from C in the case of (1), and would therefore leave no II-alternatives for only to presuppose.


	With the right intonation, (32) can also be read as an alternative question. This is not the intended reading here.


	This may look like a roundabout demonstration: why did we not use question-answer congruence with a wh-question and a declarative answer, as in (i)? 
[image: figure aa]




The reason is that there may be a confound. I want to show that FC is presupposed in these cases, and also that the disjunctive phrase alone is only’s associate. In (i) the answer does not intuitively presuppose FC, nor that Kim needs to eat soup or salad—indeed, how can either inference be presupposed if they are part of an informative answer to the question? This is a more general issue with only, however: independently of modality and FC, only’s prejacent “presupposition” is known to be usable as an answer to a question, as in (ii): 
[image: figure ab]




To control for this confound and highlight the presuppositional status of the prejacent, we can turn the answer into a follow-up “guess”, in the form of a yes/no-question. Doing this does indeed show only’s prejacent to be presuppositional. Note the difference between (a) and (b) below: 
[image: figure ac]






	The same point is shown by the simpler but somewhat different (i): 
[image: figure ad]




Example (i) licenses the same inferences as (22): Kim has a requirement to eat one of soup/salad; has no requirement to eat either specifically; and has no requirement to eat anything else. And like in (22), the inferences concerning soup/salad in (i) are presupposed, as the interrogative (ii) shows: 
[image: figure ae]




Again, however, the structure of the sentence shows clearly that its focus is the food—the disjunction [soup or salad]—and does not concern the modality.


	This is on the standard assumption that necessity modals denote universal quantifiers over possible worlds/situations.


	See Crnič et al. (2015) and Bar-Lev and Fox (2020) (Sect. 5.5) for discussion.


	The discussion in Spector and Sudo (2017) is much more complicated than I make it out to be here, and their motivation of the PIP does not rest solely on examples like (36). My short description of the account is sufficient for my purposes however.


	Note that the PIP is not predicted to be problematic in the case of \(\textit{only}\,\Diamond (p\vee q)_{\text {F}}\). By assumption (following B-L&F, that is) the sentence presupposes FC, and FC is stronger than the presuppositions of the alternatives \(\textit{only}\,\Diamond p_{\text {F}}\) and \(\textit{only}\,\Diamond p_{\text {F}}\).


	In showing this problem it was necessary to use examples that do not involve some as a focus associate, because alternatives where all takes some’s place as associate are odd (e.g., Kim only ate { \(\checkmark \) some \(_{\text {F}}\) /#all \(_{\text {F}}\) } of her dinner). I chose a scale of quantities here because it (arguably) tracks entailment.


	We will make a similar move when we spell out the details of how presuppositional implicatures are derived. See Sect. 4.1.


	Attentive readers will note that if we also admit alternatives where the possibility modal is replaced with a necessity modal, the incorrect assertion goes away, since none of the alternatives are innocently excludable in that case. But remember that we are testing the possibility of generating alternatives to only where unfocused material can be simplified but not replaced.


	Marty and Romoli (2020) directed a similar argument against the PIP in general, using sentences like (i) where FC is intuitively presupposed, but not predicted to be, by the PIP:
[image: figure aw]




We will see more of Marty and Romoli (2020) in Sect. 4.2.


	See footnote 16 for an explanation why this problem of the PIP did not come up when we looked at focused disjunctions, i.e. in the cases of \(\textit{only}\,\Box (p\vee q)_{\text {F}}\) and \(\textit{only}\,\Diamond (p\vee q)_{\text {F}}\).


	Related points were made earlier by Russell (2006) and Simons (2006), responding in turn to Chierchia (2004).


	Example (49) is identical to (36) from Sect. 3.2. At that time I did not refer to the ‘not-all’ inference of some as a presuppositional implicature, but used it to introduce Spector and Sudo’s (2017) PIP. From this point on I will continue to talk about these inferences as (presuppositional) implicatures, in light of the challenges to the PIP reviewed above. See Marty and Romoli (2020) for detailed discussion.


	I am not considering so-called “Hurford” disjunctions like [in Paris or in France] (Hurford 1974), which are independently problematic.


	Other, similar formulations are conceivable. It could be that \(\textit{only}_C\,p\) is defined only if \(\{p\}\cup C\) is either totally ordered by entailment or unordered by entailment. Note that the condition (on either version) can in principle be generalized to all scales, logical and otherwise. But I will not get into this here.


	Strictly speaking, neither condition blocks the conjunctive alternative: (51) says nothing about it; (52) blocks it in the presence of independent alternatives \(\Box r/\Diamond r\) in C. If my claim in footnote 3 is correct, this result would have to be looked at more carefully.


	Russell (2006) also pointed out the weakness of the putative implicature in the case of know, contrary to what would be predicted from dom-exh. He also discussed an example where know is negated, but did not compare the strength of the presuppositional implicature in the two cases. See his (12), shown below as (i): 
[image: figure bh]






	See footnote 17 for comments about the use of quantity expressions in these examples.


	This conclusion has a further consequence, for it also shows that only need not make reference to IE-alternatives! I return to this in the conclusion.


	\(\phi \) Strawson-entails \(\psi \) iff \(\phi \cap \textit{Dom}(\psi )\subseteq \psi \).


	By the same reasoning as in footnote 2, it follows from the updated definition of IE that alternatives that are Strawson-entailed by \(\phi \) will not be IE with respect to it; the empty set of exclusions is consistent with \(\phi \), but if the strong negation of a Strawson-consequence of \(\phi \) is added, a contradiction follows.


	Magri uses (87a) to explain the obligatoriness of implicatures in sentences like Some Italians come from a warm country. Such sentences are odd. Since world knowledge tells us that the sentence is equivalent to its all-alternative, it follows from (87a) that the all-alternative cannot be pruned, and that the (false) “not all” implicature is obligatory. To Magri, this explains the oddness of the sentence.


	There is also a presupposition of ignorance in this case, which I do not discuss. See Spector and Sudo (2017) and Marty and Romoli (2020).


	Fox (2007) made the same assumption about alternative-sets in his derivation of FC from recursive exhaustification. In \(\text {Exh}_C(\text {Exh}_{C'}(\Diamond (p\vee q)))\), \(C'\) contains the disjunctive alternatives \(\Diamond p,\Diamond q\), and C contains the pre-exhaustified alternatives \(\text {Exh}_{C'}(\Diamond p)\) and \(\text {Exh}_{C'}(\Diamond q)\). Crucially, \(C'\) in these two alternatives is the same as it is in \(\text {Exh}_{C'}(\Diamond (p\vee q))\). This makes \(\text {Exh}_{C'}(\Diamond p)\) mean \( (\Diamond p\, \& \,\lnot \Diamond q)\), and \(\text {Exh}_{C'}(\Diamond q)\) mean \( (\Diamond q\, \& \,\lnot \Diamond p)\). When these alternatives are negated by the higher Exh, we get the desired inference \((\Diamond p\leftrightarrow \Diamond q)\), which entails FC when combined with the prejacent \(\Diamond (p\vee q)\).
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